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Core Topics in Neuroanaesthesia and Neurointensive CareCambridge University Press, 2011

	Core Topics in Neuroanesthesia and Neurointensive Care is an authoritative and practical clinical text that offers clear diagnostic and management guidance for a wide range of neuroanesthesia and neurocritical care problems. With coverage of every aspect of the discipline by outstanding world experts, this should be the first book to which...
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Programming in HaskellCambridge University Press, 2007
"The best introduction to Haskell available. There are many paths towards becoming comfortable and competent with the language but I think studying this book is the quickest path. I urge readers of this magazine to recommend Programming in Haskell to anyone who has been thinking about learning the language. Duncan Coutts, Monad Reader     ...
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An Introduction to Mathematical CosmologyCambridge University Press, 2001

	This book provides a concise introduction to the mathematical aspects of the origin, structure and evolution of the universe. The book begins with a brief overview of observational and theoretical cosmology, along with a short introduction of general relativity. It then goes on to discuss Friedmann models, the Hubble constant and deceleration...
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Damage and Failure of Composite MaterialsCambridge University Press, 2012

	Understanding damage and failure of composite materials is critical for reliable and cost-effective engineering design. Bringing together materials mechanics and modeling, this book provides a complete guide to damage, fatigue and failure of composite materials. Early chapters focus on the underlying principles governing composite damage,...
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Business Vocabulary in UseCambridge University Press, 2002
 Business Vocabulary in Use is a new addition to the best-selling English Vocabulary in Use range. Primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice book, it can also be used for classroom work. 

The book covers a huge range of business topics including: jobs; people and organisations; production;...
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Cloud and Precipitation Microphysics: Principles and ParameterizationsCambridge University Press, 2009
This book focuses specifically on bin and bulk parameterizations for the prediction of cloud and precipitation at various scales - the cloud scale, mesoscale, synoptic scale, and the global climate scale. It provides a background to the fundamental principles of parameterization physics, including processes involved in the production of clouds, ice...
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The Description Logic Handbook: Theory, Implementation and ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2010

	Since the publication of the first edition of The Description Logic Handbook
	in 2003, the interest in Description Logics (DL) has steadily increased. This
	applies both to the number of active DL researchers working on DL theory
	and implementations of reasoning services, and to the number of applications
	based on DL technology. One...
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English Vocabulary in Use Pre-intermediate and Intermediate Edition with answersCambridge University Press, 1997
Vocabulary in Use Pre-intermediate and Intermediate is a vocabulary book for intermediate learners of English, primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice book, but which can also be used for classroom work. In its style and format it is similar to its upper intermediate and advanced equivalent, English Vocabulary in Use. - 100...
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Oxford Practice GrammarOxford University Press, 1999
Who is this book for?

Oxford Practice Grammar is for students of English at a middle or 'intermediate' level. This means students who are no longer beginners but who are not yet expert in English. The book is suitable for those studying for the Cambridge First Certificate in English. It can be used by students attending classes or by...
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Modern Biocatalysis: Stereoselective and Environmentally Friendly ReactionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
This reference covers the wide and rapidly growing field of biocatalysis. It combines complementary expertise from such areas as microbiology, enzymology, molecular biology, structural biology and organic chemistry, this highlighting the interdisciplinary nature of the subject. With its special focus on progress and new developments towards...
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Terrorism and Torture: An Interdisciplinary PerspectiveCambridge University Press, 2009
Terrorism and torture are twin evils that have dominated news headlines - particularly since the horrifying events of 9/11. In this thought-provoking volume, scholars from a diverse range of disciplines examine the complex motivational and situational factors contributing to terrorist acts and state-sponsored torture, and the potential linkage...
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Digital Design for Computer Data AcquisitionCambridge University Press, 1990

	This digital electronics text focuses on "how to" design, build, operate and adapt data acquisition systems. The material begins with basic logic gates and ends with a 40 KHz voltage measurer. The approach aims to cover a minimal number of topics in detail. The data acquisition circuits described communicate with a host computer...
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